A Digital Cure for
Healthcare
How healthcare marketers can embrace digital to create compelling, personalized,
and lasting relationships with their target audiences.

Market POV
The relationship dynamic in the healthcare industry has flipped. Whether the
business is a hospital system, independent practitioner, insurance provider, or
pharmaceutical company, patients today are more self-reliant, informed, and
comfortable operating independently to find information and services.

This change has come as a direct result of the growing
importance of technology in modern lives—consumers
have simply grown accustomed to using the digital
networks available them to solve their problems.
Ninety-three million Americans turned to the internet to self-diagnose in 2013, and
searching for health information is the third most common online activity.1
While the medical field has been a laggard adopter of digital marketing, bound
by HIPAA compliance, data privacy, government regulations and bureaucratic red
tape, these mounting realities have forced healthcare organizations to turn toward
digital to not only reach their target audiences, but deliver two essential things that
their customers crave—relevance and authenticity.
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Creating Moments That Matter

Today’s patients want to take an active role
in their own healthcare journey. As a result,
forward-thinking companies are adapting
their marketing approach to provide relevant
resources, content, and information at the
exact moment their customers are looking
for it and in the channels where they are most
active. This requires organizations to have an
intimate knowledge of their audiences—their
needs, their contextual circumstances, who
and what influences them, and the type of
communication they prefer.
By taking the necessary time to develop audience personas,
define audience segmentations, and map content and channels
to these customer journeys, healthcare marketers can begin
to execute a customer-first strategy that creates relevant
touchpoints and experiences to build trust among patient
populations and differentiate their brand
in the marketplace.
Authenticity Through Technology

As strange as it might sound, delivering authenticity is
predicated on technology. The days of broad creative campaigns
have been replaced by data-driven tactics and targeted
content. Overall, healthcare spends over $40 billion annually on
technology infrastructure2, a number that will surely rise as the
amount of disruptive technologies like FitBits and wearables
become more common. In fact, Gartner forecasts that there will
be 20.8 billion connected devices by the year 2020—what role
will healthcare companies take in delivering experiences across
these touch points?
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“ choice, better engagement through
Consumers are looking for more
the channels they prefer, and
healthcare experiences tailored to
their individual needs.
— Ashish Kaura, Partner, Booz & Company

50%
50% increase
in using digital to reach
healthcare consumers.4

48%

48% of healthcare
provider executives
see growing revenue as the top
benefit of digital investments.5

While many healthcare organizations have technology
platforms in place such as an analytics system or marketing
automation platform, these tools are often siloed, creating
fractured data sets as marketers struggle to build a
complete view of their customers. To create engagements
that truly resonate, CMOs and CIOs are turning to
integrated cloud technology that provides them the tools
to manage, measure, and optimize the full patient journey
across every digital touchpoint, using cross-channel data
to inform decision-making and deliver more personalized
engagements at an individual level. More so, these cloud
technologies are offering healthcare companies a solution
to historical business inefficiencies. With advanced data
integration across content management systems, CRMs,
employee intranets, marketing automation platforms, and
analytic systems, internal teams are now empowered with
360-degree insights to better manage scheduling, doctor
profiles, and patient data.
In the end, healthcare marketing is no longer about offering
services—it is about delivering integrated, thoughtful,
customer-centric experiences in a moment’s time that work
towards addressing unique medical circumstances. Achieving
that requires healthcare organizations to adapt to the
shifting digital landscape, adopt a customer-first strategy,
and build a technology foundation that will push their
marketing forward.
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Preferred forms of engagement for managing health, by age3
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Brand Spotlight

Transforming Healthcare Experiences
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Challenge

InTouch Health is a cloud-based telehealth organization that provides
hospitals and healthcare systems with the software, hardware, connectivity,
and services that allows patients to receive high-quality clinical care at
any time. As a global organization that supports over 200,000 annual
physician engagements, InTouch Health has helped over 1,750 locations and
130+ health systems deliver acute and non-acute clinical services, giving
healthcare providers an invaluable digital tool to better treat their patients.
While the company had a large inventory of content that positioned InTouch
Health as a leader in the telehealth industry, they realized they lacked
the marketing technology infrastructure to effectively reach their target
audiences and approached R2i to build a technology solution that would
provide a foundation to achieve their marketing and business objectives.
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Solution

The first step in evolving InTouch Health’s digital foundation began with
transforming their corporate website from a static digital property to a
marketing touchpoint that unifies data, UX design, and content in order
to create consistent and valuable customer experiences. After selecting
Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) as their new enterprise content
management system, InTouch Health engaged R2i as a strategic partner
to design, build, launch, and optimize www.intouchhealth.com. This
new technology solution not only helped InTouch Health improve internal
workflows and marketing efficiency, but provided them the flexibility to
deliver personalized content and create meaningful customer experiences
with their core healthcare audience segments, including CIOs, hospital
administrators, physicians, and IT Professionals.
In order to both influence these audience segments and differentiate
from the greater marketplace, the site’s new digital presence focuses on
strategically articulating InTouch Health’s value proposition. By delivering
a refreshed content hierarchy, new design templates, and key integrations
with their marketing automation tools to support lead generation efforts,
R2i helped InTouch Health evolve their corporate website in a way that
aligns to their company’s key business goals.
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Impact
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Strengthened lead management process
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Product Spotlight
Adobe Experience Manager

When it comes to driving digital transformation
across an organization, a common starting point is to
establish a digital foundation with a core technology
solution that can affect business change, create
efficiencies and speed-to-market for marketers, and
improve the end user experience.
Adobe understands that you can’t be bogged down trying to integrate legacy
technologies or create “almost” personal experiences in an era where brands
are competing on customer experience on a daily basis. You need solutions that
empower you to deliver real-time and relevant experiences, and that allow for
the assembly and publishing of content on the fly, without compromising on
security and privacy. And, we realize that point solutions are a thing of the past
and that you need more out of your marketing cloud investments.
Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) is designed to allow marketers to leverage
customer data along with campaign orchestration tools to create a systematic
and scalable way to do marketing. AEM’s inherent value is in hosting and
managing digital experiences. Key feature sets include the following:
• Content and digital asset management
• Template creation and publication
• Content authoring
• Analytics essentials
• Experience targeting
As an experience management solution, AEM supports the delivery of content
across a range of channels and devices such as web, mobile, app, kiosk, and IoT
while ensuring proper governance of the content. For marketers who rely on
delivering continuous and connected digital experiences over the course of their
customer’s lifetime, AEM is a powerful platform to help build brand loyalty, drive
demand, and place the customer at the center of every interaction.
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About R2i

R2i is a full-service digital agency whose
mission is to create impact for the brands
they serve by using best-in-class technology
to advance customer engagement and
deliver measurable results.
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R2i is an Adobe Business Partner specialized in AEM. Our
team of digital-savvy strategists, technology architects, and
boundary-pushing creatives helps mid-market and enterprise
organizations accelerate connections with their customers.
Our diverse expertise and hands-on involvement has made
us successful with leading brands such as Atlantic Health
System, American Cancer Society, Medifast, Children’s
National Health System, BIO, AmSurg, and United Way.
Headquartered in Baltimore, Maryland, with full-service
offices in Silicon Valley, Seattle, and St. Louis, R2i is
committed to helping our clients advance digital maturity
to exceed escalating customer expectations.
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